
Easter Message – April 2020 Elaine Gousmett - A Time For Lament.

A message for a particular time in history. Please read the words and listen to the songs as 
they arise. 

When Jesus met with the disciples in the Upper Room to celebrate the Passover, he discussed many 
things with them. From John 13-16 we are told Jesus washes their feet, predicts his betrayal and 
Peter’s denial, he comforts the disciples, declares he is the way to the Father and promises the Holy 
Spirit. Jesus tells of the importance of staying connected in the Vine, the work of the Holy Spirit 
and the grief that will follow his death. He gives them hope in the coming of the Holy Spirit 
following their mourning and leaves them with a word of peace. It is the eve of his departure from 
them, from the work he has done and from life here on earth. 

One of the essential parts of these events that were to follow the time in the Upper Room, was the 
time of mourning. (John 16:20 “Very truly I tell you, you will weep and mourn while the world 
rejoices... and v22 “Now is your time of grief...”)

Grief is an expression of loss, a time when separation has occurred from someone or something that
was loved, held dear and precious, and enjoyed. The disciples were being separated from Jesus, and 
from each other. “A time is coming, and in fact has come, when you will be scattered, each to your 
own home, You will leave me all alone. Yet I am not alone, for my Father is with me.” John 16:32

How easy it is to quickly gloss over this time. To move on beyond the cross to the resurrection and 
Pentecost, to celebrate the triumph and victory and bask in the comfort of the Holy Spirit. But it is 
essential that we have this time of grief, in order to know fully the character and nature of our Lord 
and comprehend the full story of redemption. Without this time of lament our remembering of 
Easter is devoid of the fullness of our relationship with our Lord, we are only there for the benefit of
what we can gain and forget the sorrow, the shame, the depth of loss and feeling of great sadness.

As both individuals, and as a Body (the Church) we need a time of lament. And while the event of 
Easter contains a small aspect of that on Good Friday, it is something that as as a Body we have 
missed for far too long.

“Lament in the Hebrew Bible is an expression of sorrow, a description of distress, or a protest about
injustice.” (Nancy C. Lee. Lament in the Bible and in Music and Poetry across Cultures Today) 

“Laments are prayers of petition arising out of need...a liturgical response to the reality of suffering 
and engages God in the context of pain and suffering.” Prophetic Lament, Soong-Chan Rah 2015

As an example a commonly known, recent secular lament would perhaps be the song by Elton John 
and Bernie Taupin “Candle In The Wind” sung at the funeral after the tragic death of Princess 
Diana. Laments are often expressed in musicals such as “Fiddler on the Roof” or “Les Miserables.” 

Lament then, as a song or expression of sorrow, is by it’s nature sad and even complaining, 
sometimes a dirge. Well, “Who wants to belong to a church like that?” I hear you ask. The answer is
simple - those who can identify with the sadness, the sorrow and the complaints to God that are 
being expressed. Those whose have experienced rejection, isolation, injustice, brokenness, slavery, 
abuse, shame, agony, anguish and distress. Those who struggle from day to day, even hour to hour 
with the despondency that comes from disability, sickness and chronic poverty. Those who have lost
and felt the pain of separation from someone or something that they have loved and held dear, the 
homeless, the unemployed, the refugee, or to put it in Biblical words; the fatherless, the widow, the 
foreigner, the poor. 

As God’s people we are called to especially care for these. But how can we care if we always sing 
about triumph and victory? The language of our songs and prayers ought to express the depth of 
emotion that is experienced in times of great sorrow, such as Covid-19, the environmental 
destruction that has been occurring, the sexual and domestic abuse rampant in our nation (NZ), the 



high level of suicide, the racial prejudice, injustice to the disabled and poverty. We love to share and
celebrate birthdays and anniversaries, graduations and achievements (and it is good to celebrate) but
many churches fail to spend as much time on prayers and listening to those who struggle as they do 
for those for whom achievement is honoured. The message being given is overwhelmingly that 
success is more important, that achievement is primary and the works of God to help to overcome 
the darkness of depression, anger, struggle and anxiety are bypassed and silenced by its absence. Is 
God being left out altogether in our drive to applaud what we have done, what can be achieved, 
what can be built? 

In short, it is time to ask ourselves: is the Church going astray?  Have we forgotten like Israel “the 
One who made it, or have regard for the One who planned it long ago” (Isaiah 22:11).

The Bible gives us many examples of particularly the Prophets calling out to God on behalf of those
suffering - the Biblical laments, from the time the first cry is heard from in Genesis, from the earth 
for the blood of Abel after the unjust murder by his brother Cain. Genesis 4:10 (an individual 
injustice for which the earth lamented, and it was in working the earth that Cain would know his 
punishment) to the prophets – David who expresses lament in many of the Psalms, through Isaiah 
and Jeremiah and the book of Lamentations itself. Time and time again as Israel went astray, once it
reached the land promised by the Lord after His deliverance,, the prophets lamented. They 
complained about the injustices of oppressors both internal and external to the nation, the results of 
idolatry, violence – to the point of child sacrifice, sexual abuse of all kinds, pastoral and priestly 
hypocrisy and apostasy, greed and exploitation of both the land and the people. The Prophets 
reflected the heart of God himself as they cried out and demonstrated in word and deed this word to 
the people. We read in Exodus of the oppression of the Israelites in Egypt and the murder of their 
children. In Exodus 4:7 it says “The Lord said, “I have seen the misery of my people in Egypt. I 
have heard them crying out because of their slave drivers, and I am concerned about their 
suffering.” It was the voices that cried out that were heard. This was God’s response to the whole 
nation crying out from the midst of their suffering.

And so began the long and amazing work of God to bring deliverance. It was this deliverance, their 
Passover Meal that Jesus was celebrating with the disciples, when he forewarned them of their own 
separation and grief to come. God had given the meal as an act of Remembrance. For in 
remembering, we do not forget the voice of suffering, and the whole story is told. Without the 
suffering, the grief, the mourning, and remembering the loss, the full story and therefore our 
understanding of the fullness of the character of our Lord, is incomplete. It is no random thought 
our ANZAC day slogan is “Lest we forget”. It is never a good thing to have memory loss. The catch
cry of the Christian should be “We will remember.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qZzgeUJXmCM

We do have this to a small degree as evidenced in the celebration of the Lord’s Supper - a reminder 
of the Passover Meal - but perhaps it is not understood enough. Perhaps we do not remember 
sufficiently the suffering, the separation and the grief and loss experienced at that time. Perhaps we 
have not shown the world that we sit alongside them. 

It is out of this story, the Passover, that we are again and again, to each generation reminded of who 
God is, his faithfulness, his justice, his mercy, his deliverance, his compassion, and love. We 
reaffirm our dependence on him and can express his care and belonging to one another as His 
people. If we do not lament, if we do not mourn, if we do not cry aloud and give space to the voices 
of suffering and separation, in our worship, our leadership, our small groups, our ministries, we fail 
to tell the full story, and our vacuous platitudes merely become a clanging symbol in the face of the 
grief of the world. It is time to face not only the brokenness of the world, but also the brokenness of 
the church. For too long we have proclaimed a gospel of triumphalism, of discipleship “with grunt”,
of God’s army being on “our side”, of God coming roaring from the throne when the world is facing
a greater level of darkness than it has known for a very long time. Our songs of praise have become 
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entertainment, in which it is likely that triumphalism has shouted down the cry of the hurting. It is 
as if we think that when we shout loud enough, long enough and say how great God is that it will 
automatically result in the healing, the justice, the correction the world needs. We have an attitude 
of judgement. We must ask ourselves what the world sees. Who do they say we are?

The world is facing a time of mourning. It is broken and hurting on many levels. Covid-19 will pass
to one degree or another but its effects will be felt for generations to come. The least we can do as 
the Body, separate and yet together, is to humble ourselves, acknowledge our need, give space to the
voices of suffering and sit and listen to them. Without this we cannot move on in wholeness. It is 
time to pause, to stop altogether, to sit with our fellow humans who are suffering and listen. Instead 
of shouting and making bold proclamations we need to shut-up. To be silent. 

We can learn much from the book of Job. His comforters are notorious today as being of little use. 
They had much to say as they tried to find out what sin he had committed, why this suffering to 
someone who seemed to be a righteous man was occurring, the purpose of these great tragedies, 
how God would restore Job, and what he ought to do to make things right. But these words were not
helpful, indeed at the end of the story Job’s comforters were told by the Lord to humble themselves 
and ask Job to intercede for them that they would not suffer his anger (Job 42:7-9). What could have
been done by Job’s friends was to sit in silence and LISTEN – to allow Job’s voice of grief and loss 
to be HEARD, to feel with him, to weep with him and understand the pain. As a Body we are called
to “..mourn with those who mourn” (Romans 12:15). And I do note that the first part of that verse is
to “Rejoice with those who rejoice..” 

Yes, there will come a time of rejoicing, but our praise should come OUT OF and WITH our 
knowing the suffering, not leaping ahead ignoring it, missing it or silencing it. Our voice of 
celebration must be hand in hand with our voice of lament, not apart from it. And our leadership, 
small groups and ministries should also arise out of this listening, including the voices of suffering 
in order that the full truth be told, that others can speak, and the Lord can bring his comfort, his 
hope, his reconciliation, his peace. The God of all mankind sings and rejoices over one sinner who 
repents, but he also hears the cries of the disposed, the abused, the struggling, the afflicted, the 
rejected and mocked, and He came to them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=6&v=u9qTxAUrFD4&feature=emb_logo

Ancient Israel has a long history of lament. Many of the lyrical cries of the Prophets, were because 
of Israel’s rebellion against God and the punishments he bought on them. It was when they suffered 
these punishments that they began to cry out to God, when they faced the reality of loss, the grief of
invasion, separation from their way of life, the destruction of their fertile fields - lands flowing with 
milk and honey, - their very inheritance from God himself, that they turned around -and back - to 
the Living God. Sounds a bit like the Prodigal son doesn’t it? 

And we must be careful that our response is not that of the elder brother when the Prodigal son 
returns home. Our sense of celebration, that we have always had, must not be built on resentment 
and patronizing self-righteous “I was always right” attitude. As we have lived in the mercy of God, 
so we must demonstrate this to others, we must walk hand in hand with them, acknowledging the 
shame that others have experienced and felt, as a result of not only their sin, but also the sin of 
others, at the hands of others. Sin - the breaking of God’s law of love, has an effect not only on the 
sinner themselves, but is felt by those who have been sinned against. Shame is the expression of 
that felt sin, and we get a glimpse of it as we consider, and imagine (or call to mind) the feelings of 
a woman who is raped or abused - or both - a child who is left starving, neglected, abandoned, or 
abused also, a person of colour who is mocked and treated unfairly, a disabled person excluded 
from the activities that others regularly enjoy, a refugee rejected and displaced, an employee made 
to endure harsh labour for little reward, a nation which is invaded and its people killed and maimed,
a planet that is destroyed by greed, and a church who is at odds with itself, takes pride in itself and 
fails to function as a Body. 
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As we sit and listen, we might find ourselves (and rightly so) weeping, crying, getting angry at 
injustice, and sighing without the words to express. For the language of mourning is the language of
distress. Even our breath is taken away and all we can do is merely cry aloud, to weep as the agony 
of separation finds an outlet. These are deep emotions that come from the heart and not an 
intellectual acknowledgement or mental understanding. They are rather a voice of anguish, of 
despair and a cry for help that must be given space and time. It is the voice of the Spirit. 

A song that expresses this is Amy Carmichael “Better than a Hallelujah” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rm5kx3xqmg0 

And this is the voice of Jesus as he experienced the separation from his Father, the agony of 
aloneness, the rejection by the world, the mocking, the scourging, the physical abuse, pain and 
shame of the arrest, interrogation, forced heavy labour, lies, persecution and death – the grief of the 
breaking of relationship with those he loved and held dear, whose lives he had enjoyed. Here in the 
Cross of Calvary we hear the deep cry of Jesus as he recounts the lament of David from Psalm 22 
“My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQx7jji_p38 

There are many other things that can and have been said about the Easter story, many songs sung. 
But at this particular time in history, this seems to be what resonates most with mankind and God’s 
love for mankind. The need, the reason for us to stop and lament, to feel the sorrow, the hurt the 
shame of both a broken world, and a broken Church, to humble ourselves separated and alone in our
grief, knowing the promise of the Lord to comfort and in time raise us out of our misery, because 
He has listened, He knows and He feels our concern for our world: His world, His people to whom 
He will come again. 

It is out of this remembering of who Christ is, who the Father is and who the Holy Spirit is, that we 
will have a time of Celebration – and what a time that will be. Praise will have its day. But it is not 
yet – now is the time for mourning, for expressing our deep sadness, our loss, and in the midst of 
our pain remember our confidence in our Faithful God. And only He is worthy to receive that 
praise.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMWrAqMWhWs

To Him be the Glory, We Will Remember, We will Remember, Amen.
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